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Abstract-Polynomial interpolation between large numbers of arbitrary nodes does notoriously 
not, in general, yield useful approximations of continuous functions. Following [l], we suggest to 
determine for each set of n + 1 nodes another denominator of degree n, and then to interpolate every 
continuous function by a rational function with that same denominator, so that the resulting inter- 
polation process renmlns a linear projection. The optimal denominator is chosen so as to minimize 
the Lebesgue constant for the given nodes. It has to be computed numerically. For that purpose, the 
barycentrlc representation of rational interpolants, which displays the linearity of the interpolation 
and reduces the determination of the denominator to that of the barycentric weights, is used. The 
optimal weights can then be computed by solving an optimization problem with simple bounds which 
could not be solved accurately by the first author in [l]. We show here how to do so, and we present 
numerical results. 
Keywords-Interpolation, R8tions.l interpolation, Linear interpolation, Lebesgue constant. 
1. POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION AND APPROXIMATION 
Let f be a complex-valued function defined on some interval [a, b] of the real line, let 20, 21, . . . , zn 
be n + 1 distinct points in [a, b], and let fk := f(zk), k = O(l)n. Then 
k=O 
(1.1) 
is the Lagrangian representation of the unique polynomial of degree n, which interpolates f 
between the points zk: p&k) = fk [2, p. 2291. 
The quality of the approximation of f by p, is usually measured in the maximum-norm 
]] ]loo, therefore, in the class C[a,b] of continuous functions. And it is well known, that for 
arbitrary zk the approximation can be disastrous, e.g., when f has poles close to the interval 
[a, b], as in Runge’s famous example j(z) = l/(1 + x2) with a large number of equidistant points 
in [-5,5] (see (3-51). 
This work has been supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation Grant No. 21-42097.94. 
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One way of measuring the error ((p - f]loo is to compare it with the error ]]p* - f]loo of the 
unique polynomial of best approximation, i.e., the polynomial p* E P,, with 
lb* - Al, = pg IIP - fll, ’ n 
p* always exists since P,, the linear subspace in C[a, b] of the polynomials of degree 5 n, has 
finite dimension [6, p. 61. Moreover, the operator P,, which associates with every continuous 
function the corresponding interpolating polynomial P,J s p, between fixed points is a linear 
projection. Its norm can easily be characterized in terms of the fundamental polynomials e,(z) 
of Lagrangian interpolation (see, e.g., [6, p. 411 for the proof). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let zc, x1,. . . , zn be n + 1 distinct points in [a, b]. 
The linear projection P,,, which in C[a, b] associates with any function f the polynomial P, f E 
P,, interpolating f between the zk ‘s, has the norm 
lIPnIl = A, := ayzb 2 Ilk(x 
- - kc0 
(1.2) 
h(x) := c:=, I-%( x )I is called the Lebesgue f2mction of the approximation operator and A, 
its Lebesgue constant. 
For each set of interpolation points, the Lebesgue constant, hence, messures the factor by which 
oscillating functions can be multiplied at some points when interpolated by the minimal degree 
polynomial. And this factor can grow very rapidly with the number of points if those are not 
chosen in special ways (see the numerical values for equidistant points in [6, p. 421). On the other 
hand, if one can choose the points, Lebesgue constants growing with n as slowly as $ ln(n+ 1) +c, 
CEW+, can be attained [7]. The known points with low A, are such that, once transferred to the 
circle with diameter [-1, l] by the application 4 = arccos[(2/(b - a))~ - (b + a)/(b - a)], they are 
equidistant as the Cebygev points or nearly equidistant as the Legendre points [8, Theorem 6.21.3). 
They are, therefore, clustered in the vicinity of the endpoints of the interval. Optimal points, 
defined as those with minimal Lebesgue constant, exist and are distinct for every n [9, p. 941, 
but can be computed merely numerically. And computing them would be wasteful in most cases, 
since their Lebesgue constants grow with n at least like 3 ln(n + 1) + 0.5212 [7], whereas the easy 
to use Ceby&v points of the first kind have constants growing slower than $ ln(n + 1) + 1 [lo, p. 
13,181. 
Many precise results about the Lebesgue constant for polynomial interpolation are contained 
in [lo] and in the recent book [9]. 
Another reason why the Lebesgue constant is important is the following easy to prove theo- 
rem [6, p. 241. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let B be a finite-dimensional linear subspace of a normed linear space d, and 
let P be a linear projection from A to 23. Let f be fixed in A and d* the distance 
d* := mig IIf - all 
off to its best apprwcimation in t3. 
Then the error of the approximation Pf to f satisfies the bound 
Ilf - Pf II L 11 + lIPIll d*- 
The theorem implies that in all subspaces which approximate A well, any projection with 
relatively small Lebesgue constant will do almost as well. For example in A := Ck[-1, 11, the 
best approximation pz E t3 := P,, satisfies d’ = o(nmk) [ll, p. 231, so that the interpolating 
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polynomial has an error of [l + h,]~(n-~), which for good interpolation points is o(n-’ Inn) or 
o(n-lc+l) [8, p. 3311. 
The problem with the interpolating polynomial is that the user often cannot choose the inter- 
polation points, or does not want to take them clustered close to the extremities of [a, b]. 
Classical rational interpolation is known to give excellent results in some cases [12, p. 2881, but 
unattainable points and/or poles in the interval of interpolation often render it useless. Moreover, 
it cannot be used as “ansatz” in the numerical solution of equations like those arising in boundary 
value problems. 
In [l], the first author suggested to replace polynomial interpolation by rational interpolation 
with a denominator that depends on the interpolation points but not on the interpolated function. 
In this way, the linearity of the interpolation process with respect to the interpolated functions is 
preserved, and this leads immediately to a Lagrange interpolation formula and the corresponding 
Lebesgue constant, which can be written as function of the barycentric weights. The weights 
can then be chosen according to some appropriate criterion. In [l], minimization of the Lebesgue 
constant was suggested, but could not be realized with sufficient accuracy (the third digit of the 
Lebesgue constant in the table of page 264 is incorrect). In the present work, we show how to 
compute weights that are optimal in that sense with high precision. This gives (numerical) “op 
timal” denominators as “function” of the points. In a further stage, one could, as for polynomial 
interpolation, determine the optimal points as those with minimal optimal Lebesgue constant. 
2. LINEAR RATIONAL INTERPOLATION 
IN BARYCENTRIC FORM 
The Lagrange fundamental polynomials in (1.1) may be written [2, p. 2371 as &(z) = wk(e(z)/ 
(z - zk)) with 
(2.la) 
(2.lb) 
and 
so that 
Dividing this expression by the interpolant for the function 1 
Pn(x): 
yields the barycentric formula for 
pn(x) = ~;=,(wd(x - xd)fk 
C;=&'k/(x - xk)) ’ (2.3) 
Werner [l3] noticed that one can replace the Wk’S by any set {uk} of numbers, all different from 0: 
the quotient remains a (rational) interpolant of f (if one of the Uk is 0, the interpolant will take 
the value of the quotient without the corresponding terms, so that at the corresponding point all 
values of f, but one, will lead to an “unattainable” point [14, p. 561). 
Conversely, every interpolant in &, the set of all rational functions with numerator and 
denominator degrees less than n, can be written in barycentric form as follows. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {Zk}E=c, zk E C, be n + 1 distinct points and let {yk}&O, yk E c. 
Then any T, E ‘R, with T,(zk) = &, k = O,l, . . . ,n, can be written as 
for some {bk);EO, bk E @. If the %k’s and gk’s are red, so axe the bk ‘s. 
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PROOF. Let P(Z) and q(z) denote, respectively, the numerator and denominator of m(z) and let 
Qk := q(Zk). Then the Lagrange form of q(2) reads 
where the Wk’S and e(z) are defined as in (2.1). Let bk := wkqk, k = O(l)n. Since m(Zk) = &, 
one must have p(Q) = qk& and 
The proof shows that rn is the quotient of the two interpolating polynomials corresponding to 
the values (bk/wk)& and bk/wk, respectively; and as noticed in [15], the choice of the Wk of (2.lb) 
in (2.3) in the Lagrange interpolation is taken only in order to force (2.3) to be a polynomial, 
which does not impose itself a priori. 
Since in most applications, the degrees of the numerator and the denominator give no decisive 
criteria for judging the quality of the interpolation, we leave here as in [15] the degree condition 
out of consideration and try to choose the weights Uk in the rational interpolant 
$‘+) = xi=0 (“k/(2 - Zk))fk 
c;=Obk/(z - zk)) ’ 
(2.4) 
in such a way that 
- no unattainable point occurs for any f, which implies Uk # 0 for all k; 
- no pole lies in the interval of interpolation. A necessary, but not sufficient condition 
(counterexample: n = 2, zc = -1, zi = 0, 22 = 1, uo = 1, ‘1~1 = -1, uz = 6) for the 
absence of poles is the alternating of the signs of the ‘ilk [lS, Proprosition 8; 17, p. 7101. 
(A sufficient condition would be that the uk are similar enough in size for the Uk/(z - Zk) 
to decrease in absolute value on both sides of every z, see the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [15].) 
Each choice of fixed weights {uk} leads to a rational interpolation process which is a projection 
and is linear in the interpolated functions. And it is obvious that, conversely, fixed Uk are a 
necessary condition for linearity. Moreover, r, can be written as 
&“ is the Lagrange fundamental rational function with denominator 
(2.5) 
It interpolates the values fj := 6jk, j = O(l)n. The polynomial qu is independent of k. One 
proves the following in the same manner as Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let x0, . . . , z, be n + 1 distinct points in [a, b]. 
To each set of weights {Uk}E=,o such that Uk # 0, for all k, and q,, does not vanish on [a, b], 
there corresponds a linear projection &) in C[a, b] which associates to any function f the unique 
rational function &) f := T E R, fi-om (2.5) that interpolates f between the xk ‘s. The norm 
(Lebesgue constant) of &’ is given by 
p&q = A?) := ,lm& 2 lep(z)l. 
- - k-0 
The unicity of R?)f follows obviously from the unicity of polynomial interpolation for the 
numerator. The rational functions that can be written as quotients (2.4) are interpolated exactly; 
this is the case for all constants, and more generally, for all polynomials of degree less than or 
equal to n - deg q,, . 
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3. LEBESGUE CONSTANT MINIMIZING 
LINEAR RATIONAL INTERPOLATION 
We can now take advantage of the independence of the weights from the points resulting from 
substituting linear rational interpolation for polynomial interpolation, and we can choose the u&‘s 
so as to minimize the Lebesgue constant 
of the corresponding projection. 
In view of Section 2, we replace the u&‘S by (-l)ku&, u& > 0, to avoid unattainable points and 
poles; this limits the search for an optimum to the open domain llP+ := {u : u = [uo, . . . ,unlT, 
ui > 0 E W}. 
The n + 1 components of u are not independent: multiplying all of them by the same number 
results in the same interpolant (2.5) and the same A?‘: the latter are homogeneous of degree 0. 
Unfortunately, the problem of minimizing A?’ from (3.1) in lP+ is ill-posed, in that there 
are many solutions on the boundary of the domain. Indeed, the triangle inequality implies that 
A?) 2 1 for all u, but all u with exactly one u& # 0 yield A?’ = 1, as well as all u with a single 
u& = 00. 
For that reason, we have restricted the domain to closed hypercubes 
C mM := {u E Iv+ : m 2 u& 5 M, k = O(l)n, 0 < m < A4 < o;)} . 
To avoid the difficulty of u’s leading to interpolants with poles, one better studies l/A?) instead 
of A?): 
1 1 1 
E = “,” A($ = “u?x az:b Xn(U, Z) ’ 
where Xn(u, z) := Et=-, j&“)(z)1 is the Lebesgue function for linear rational interpolation. (We 
can write min instead of inf since 1 I Xn(u, z) I 00 implies that l/X, is continuous on C,M as 
function of u (after defining as zero the values at those u where X, is infinite).) l/A: as well as 
corresponding u*, therefore, always exist; moreover, l/A: is positive, and obviously continuous 
as a function of the interpolation points. 
Returning to the original problem, we conclude that Ai exists on each Cm~ and that it is 
continuous as function of the data, the interpolation points. Knowledge of the uniqueness (up to 
homogeneity of degree 0) of the corresponding optimal weights u’ is missing for guaranteeing a 
well-posed problem. 
In the same way as for the problem of the optimal points of polynomial interpolation, there 
does not seem to be much hope to find optimal u’s analytically. So we resorted to numerical 
methods, which are all iterative in nature. The best of the methods we tried is described in 
Section 4. 
How to choose m and M? Numerical experience reveals a remarkable correlation between two 
seemingly different properties of polynomial interpolation: in all cases where the problem is well- 
conditioned and the interpolant is precise, the weights W& do not vary too widely in magnitude, 
and conversely. We have the following lower bound. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ZO, ~1,. . . , zn be n + 1 distinct points of [a, b]. Their polynomial Lebesgue 
constant then satisfies 
1 O?kyn ‘wk’ 
A,>--- -- 
2n2 o$in (Wk I* 
-- 
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PROOF. By applying the definition of the derivative to e,(z), one sees immediately that AL = 
(wk/wi)/(zi - Q), thus, I[$&, > Iwk/wil/(b - a) and by Markov’s inequality [9, p. 2841 ll&lloo 1 
((b - a)/2n2)1&11c0 2 @k/%1/2 n2. Since A, 2 ll-&Iloo, the result follows. I 
Thus, if Iwk/wiI is considerably larger than 2n 2, &(z) will be a bad approximation to, say, 
the cubic B-Spline interpolating the same VEh3S &(xj) = C&j as &. (It is geometrically obvious 
that, for a good approximation, ll.&lloo should not be much larger than 1.) For an even number 
of equidistant points, one has wk/wi = (-l)k-i( ;)/( 9) (2, p. 2391 and the largest quotient, 
( > 
,,yZ , grows exponentially with n (Stirling’s formula). 
What we want here, is merely to improve the accuracy of the interpolation for points for which 
polynomial interpolation yields bad results for many functions, i.e., for points for which the WL’S 
vary too much. One could, therefore, take m and M as the minimal and maximal absolute 
values of the Wk, respectively: m := minO<k<n Iwkl, M := maJ@<k<n lwkl. Taking the [?_!&I as -- 
the starting values uf’ for large n does not seem very advisable, since identical up) yield a much 
smaller A, and work well (see Section 4). 
The homogeneity of degree 0 of u can be coped with by fixing the value of one of the Uk’S, say 
u. *= up), during the whole optimization process. I * 
Altogether our optimization problem becomes a minimization problem with simple bounds: 
minimize: sup A?), 
a<x<b 
with respect to the ‘Ilk, k # i, with the side condition 
m<Uk<h!f, k#i. (3.2) 
Sometimes, in particular for very small values of n or with random points, some bound (3.2) is 
attained. Then one simply has to decrease, respectively increase the corresponding bound. In 
the computations reported in Section 5, we took m = 1 and M = 10, and then divided m by 10, 
respectively, multiplied A4 by 10, every time one of the bounds was attained. m was attained 
with random points only. 
An interesting question is whether for weights with minimal Lebesgue constant one has equG 
oscillation of the Lebesgue function, that is, whether the local maxima of the latter are all the 
same. It is easy to see that for such weights no maximum between two consecutive interpolating 
points, say “j-1 and xj, can be a single global maximum. In that case, one could continuously 
change the weights uj_1 and uj at “j-1 and xj, in such a way that the absolute maximum 
decreases but still remains the absolute maximum. 
To see this, let us first write C” km0 I.J?~‘(z)[ in its absolute signs free form: suppose that the 
interpolation points are ordered a 5 x0 < x1 < .a. < xn < b, denote by Ij := (xj-l,zj), 
j = l,..., n, the interior intervals and let IO := (-00,x0), In+1 := (x,,~). Since all I-$“(z)[ 
have a common denominator, it is clear that their sum is a rational function with that same 
denominator. And using the fact that & is positive in Ik and L-1, but changes sign at all 
xj # ok, we have for x E Ij 
:= sign &(x) = 
(-qk-j 
3 jlkln, 
Skj 
(-l)j-(k-l), 0 5 k 5 j - 1, (3.3) 
so that the signs of the e,(x), x E 1j, can be computed from the left by starting with (-l)“-’ 
for lo, and changing signs recursively for each &, except for k = j. With (3.3), we have X, (u, x) = 
ci_o lk(%)Skj, x E .Ij, or in barycentric form (the uk’s having their alternating Signs) 
xn(u , x) = c~=o("k/(x - xk))skj C;&k/(x - xk)) ’ 
X E Ij, (3.4) 
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which is nothing else than the linear rational interpolant of the values (3.3). One then immediately 
gets 
1 &z) = - C&(%/(~ - x/J) (sej - %J 
cc;=, (4X - Xk)))2 
7 
X - XL 
X E Ij. 
If the U~‘S are similar enough in size for the uk/(x - xk) to decrease in absolute value as 2 moves 
away from Ij, then one sees easily that in Ij sign e = * *ax * -sign Uj- 1, Sl@ G = -Sl@l Uj , and 
thus, X, 1 as 1uj-l) t or lujl t (and conversely). In view of the continuity, if there is a single 
global maximum in Ij, one can decrease it to a smaller single global maximum by playing with 
uj _ 1 and/or Uj , BS claimed. 
But what about equal global maxima? Our numerical results (see Section 5) let us conjecture 
equioscillation in all local maxima if the extremities a and b are interpolation points. It seems, 
however, that when a and/or b are/is no(t an) interpolation point(s), one local maximum near 
or at an extremity of the interval can be smaller than Ai. 
4. PRACTICAL SOLUTION OF THE MINIMIZATION PROBLEM 
The core problem is to solve the bound-constrained minimax problem (3.2). For this, we used 
the sequential quadratic programming method (SQP), currently the method of choice for general 
nonlinear optimization problems, as implemented in FFSQP/CFFSQP [18]. This program is 
available directly from the authors and only for academic research purposes. 
The optimization program requires the evaluation of the Lebesgue constant it has to minimize. 
X,(u,x) takes on its minimal value 1 at every xk, and is C” in every interval between two 
consecutive xk’s. To find its maximum, one therefore, has to determine its maximal value in 
each of the subintervals delimited by the xk’s and find the global extremum among those local 
extrema. If the first point from the left does not coincide with a, the value Xn(u, a) is a local 
extremum, and so is the value X,,(U, b) if the last Xk on the right is strictly less than b. 
The maximal value in the interior intervals, where X, has the shape of a downward open 
parabola, can be computed using any minimization routine that does not make use of the de- 
rivative, as FMIN by Brent. However, it seems more efficient to use the fact that the derivative 
of a rational interpolant in barycentric form is simply the rational interpolant of its difference 
quotients [16]. From (3.4), we obtain 
$&l&x) =c~=o(uk/(x - xk>)(h(u,x> - sjk)/(x - xk) 
~;co(uk/(x - xk)) , 
X E Ije 
Using this, the local maxima can be found also by any routine using function and derivative. It 
seems more efficient, though, to find the zero of % (u, x) in 1j using a zero finding routine. We 
used FZERO by Shampine and Watts from the SLATEC library on NETLIB. 
Since FFSQP solves minimax problems, the search for the global extremum was done by 
the program itself. The solution of the problem has been accomplished with very standard 
approaches. However, one important issue needs to be emphasized. As every iterative method, 
the SQP method requires starting guesses for the unknowns, here the ‘Ilk’.% Since the method 
may converge to any local minimum or even to saddle points, starting guesses suitable for all 
distributions of the Xk’S are not easy to find. 
After numerous experiments the following strategy was adopted. All computations were started 
with an equidistant set of nodes, say {x2}. Then these nodes were moved in a homotopy of the 
form 
Xi’ := x; + (Yi(Xi - xi), i = 0,. . . , m, O=cro<al<***<cr,=l, 
where {xk} are the target values, and typically, the (Y~‘s were also chosen equidistant with m at 
least 10. For cro the starting guess ‘21k lo) := 1 for all k was picked, and uo was kept 1 during the 
optimization (i.e., i in (3.2) was 0). Then, a sequence of minimax problems was solved starting 
for each oi+l with the values obtained for cri. This strategy worked in all cases reported below, 
and in several others not presented here. 
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5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We have computed optimal weights for five kinds of interpolation points, namely equidistant, 
Cebysev of the first and second kind (with and without extremities), and random points, always 
in the interval [-1, 11. The tables contain some of the results; more of them can be found in [19]. 
There, Ah?“,“) denotes the Lebesgue constant (1.2) of polynomial interpolation, Ai the minimal 
constant for optimal weights, and the norms stand for the maximum errors of interpolation by 
the polynomial (1.1) and the rational function (2.4) (for the optimal weights), respectively. As 
in [15], we have estimated the maximum error ]] . -fjl by considering the 1000 equally spaced 
points 
5 L-110 
Zt=-4+-- 999 4 ’ 
e = 1(1)1000, 
on the interval [-5/4,5/4] an d computing the maximal absolute value of the error at those Zt 
lying in [-l,l]. 
Finally, (Y stands for the decay exponent [20, p, 231 for successive maximum errors e, := ]I. -fll, 
i.e., 
Q := log ll4l - log llemll 
W4m) * 
The programs were run in double precision FORTRAN (about 16 digits of accuracy). All calcu- 
lations were performed on a HP9000-735. In the tables, 0.0 means that the corresponding value 
is less than (n + 1) - 10-16. 
Now to the numbers. We see from the tables that for every set of points the Lebesgue constants 
can be made smaller than those of the Cebysev points. For all sets of points symmetric with 
respect to the origin, we had equioscillation: the difference between local maxima was always 
about machine precision! The computed weights were symmetric. For random points-the only 
nonsymmetric ones we tried-there was equioscillation in all intervals but the last on one side of 
the interval: there the value was much lower than the Lebesgue constant. The minimal Lebesgue 
constants and corresponding weights did not depend on the starting values 2~~ (‘I. The optimal 
weights did never vary much in size: the ratio largest/smallest was largest at 521.60 for n+l = 257 
Cebygev points of the second kind. 
As for the quality of approximation, the results are partly disappointing. To be true, for small 
numbers of points, the linear rational interpolant with minimal Lebesgue constant is usually 
the best interpolant. But as n grows, the quality of the approximation increases merely slowly 
and the decay exponent is quite erratic. Table 1 displays the well-known exponential growth of 
the polynomial Lebesgue constant and of the approximation error for f(z) = l/(1 + 25~~) with 
equidistant points. The Lebesgue constant of the optimal interpolant increases slowly and its 
error decreases nicely. 
Table 1. Results with n + 1 equidistant points and f(z) = l/(1 + 25~~). 
1.556 4.38.10-l 2.05.10-’ 
2.001 1.05.100 2.59.10-Z 
2.437 1.43.10’ 2.26. 1O-2 
2.873 5.04.103 1.61. 1O-2 
3.312 1.07.10s 9.13.10-s 
3.751 1.08. 10zo 5.33 * 10-a 
4.191 1 5.59. 105’ 1 3.24. 1O-3 
a 
-2.98 
-0.20 
-0.49 
-0.82 
-0.78 
-0.72 
Table 2 displays results for Ceby8ev points of the first kind. Since the Lebesgue constant is 
an indication of the error of approximation of functions that are merely continuous, we give the 
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Table 2. Results with n+l CebySev points of the first kind and f(z) = lzcl/(l + 25~~). 
n A$y) A:, 
1.667 1.360 
1.989 1.604 
2.362 1.939 
2.766 2.331 
3.189 2.749 
3.620 3.179 
4.056 3.615 
4.495 4.054 
IlPn - fll ‘! ‘a 
2 
4 
8 
16 
32 
64 
128 
256 
6.96. 10’ 
9.40.10-Z 6.40.10-’ 
7.62. 1O-2 2.00 10-l 
4.31’ 10-Z 7.36. lo-’ 
1.96. 1O-2 1.94.10-2 
9.39.10-s 9.46. 1O-3 
4.62. 1O-3 4.78.10-s 
2.21.10-s I 2.32. 1O-3 
-3.44 
-1.68 
-1.44 
-1.92 
-1.04 
-0.98 
-1.04 
Table 3. Results with n + 1 random points and f (2) = l/(1 + 25x2). 
1.250. loo 1.407 6.33.10-l 8.95. IO-' 
2.183. loo 1.732 4.20. loo 5.95 10-l 
1.080~10’ 2.234 9.70.100 6.40.10-’ 
1.918. lo5 2.434 2.77. lo3 5.29 10-l 
3.082. 10” 2.863 3.25. 10” 2.76. 10-l 
6.245. 10ls 3.133 2.89. lO”j 1.80.10-’ 
1.371 1040 3.587 6.39. 1O33 6.02. 1O-2 
2.977.lOSl 3.961 1.72. 1071 2.69. 1O-2 
IlPn - f II II T-p*) - f 11 
-0.59 
0.11 
-0.27 
-0.94 
-0.62 
-1.58 
-1.16 
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results for f(s) = Isl/(l + 25~‘). The corresponding values for the points of the second kind are 
similar. 
We have also experimented with random points generated by the routine drand48 of the f77- 
compiler on the HP9000, initialized by the command srand48(), ordered and transformed to 
the interval (-1,l). The results for f(z) = l/(1 + 25~~) (Table 3) are similar to those with 
(u’) equidistant points, but the quality of the approximations by r, improves more slowly as 12 
increases. However, the numbers show the viability of the method. 
6. QUALITY OF THE NORM-OPTIMAL 
LINEAR RATIONAL INTERPOLANTS 
Our numerical results show that a small Lebesgue constant does not necessarily mean an 
accurate approximation for large n. Why this? 
Theorem 2.1 yields immediately the following corollary to Theorem 1.2. 
COROLLARY 5.1. The error of the approximation to f by the linear rational interpolant Rt)f := 
7-P) from (2.5) satisfies 
where d: is the error of the best approximation p:/qu off in the finite dimensional subspace R, 
of the rational functions with denominator qu in (2.6). 
Thus, a small Lebesgue constant is in itself not sufficient for a good approximation: the error of 
best approximation must decay fast enough as n increases. Not many results on the accuracy of 
best rational approximation with a fixed given denominator q,, seem to appear in the literature. 
One way to estimate it is to compare it with a best polynomial approximation: let d’ be the 
error of the best polynomial approximation p* to f(qJ min lqu;l): 
d’ := II p* - f _d!i II minkhI m’ 
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Since the best approximation is homogeneous of degree 1, one has 
IIP* min 14 - f4;111, = d* min hl, 
therefore, 
and 
P* min khl _ fll < de - Qu 00 
But, since qu is infinitely differentiable, fqu/ min lqul has the same order of differentiability as f. 
On the other hand, IIfqJmin IquIll 5 IlflMm~ lqd/ min Iqu I. One must, therefore, be able to 
approximate a function QU := max lqu;ll/ min lqul times bigger than f with an error d* to have 
that same bound on the error of the best approximation with denominator qu. In other words, 
one can lose a factor of QU in the accuracy of the approximation. 
Now, we have seen in Section 3 that everything points to the fact that every good denominator 
has weights u that do not vary too much in size. On the other hand, Lemma 2.1 shows that the 
values of qu at the interpolation points are given by q,,(xk) = Uk/Wk. As a consequence, we see 
that QU should be large for Xk’s for which the wk’s vary enormously, as in the case of equidistant 
points. 
One can, therefore, speculate that interpolation with a fixed denominator of arbitrary degree 
(that is, n in most cases) does not leave enough latitude for the numerator to give a good best 
approximation to f. To get better approximations, one should probably limit the degree of the 
fixed denominator. We plan to realize this idea in a future work. 
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